
Cool corners 

You will need: 
• Video call software 
• Padlet with a fresh Canvas (https://en-gb.padlet.com/create?back=1) 

Use this activity to: 
• Collect feedback on an activity you have just done 
• Get ideas of activities the group would like to try 

Instructions: 
1. Set up your canvas with colour coded titles, such as: seriously un-cool, un-cool, 

cool  sub-zero. 
2. Each Beaver will need to be added to the Padlet, or you could share your own 

screen and do all the typing! 
3. Explain to your Beavers that they need to create an idea on the Padlet and then 

debate it, eventually moving it to one of the titles 
4. Count the number of votes for each idea, this opens up a fair and transparent 

way of thinking. It also allows the Beavers to be introduced to voting and 
democracy.

Teamwork Challenge

15 mins

https://en-gb.padlet.com/create?back=1


Crime scene 

You will need: 
• Video call software with a whiteboard feature 

Use this activity to: 
• Use this activity to identify future pack leaders (sizers/seconders)  

Instructions: 
1. Use the Zoom whiteboard to draw the outline of a person.  
2. Ensure that permissions are set to allow others to edit the whiteboard 
3. Ask the young people to add their ideas in pen or text about what makes the 

best leader/peer leader 
4. Explore the comments with the Beavers, talking about if they are realistic and 

achievable.  

Teamwork Challenge

15 mins



Talking grid 

You will need: 
• Video call software with a “hands up feature” 
• Pre prepared quiz questions 

Use this activity to: 
• Gather feedback from a camp or activity 
• Generate new ideas 

Instructions: 
1. Create at least 10 quiz questions with answers stored separately 
2. Explain to your Beavers that they need to think about the activity or idea that you 

want to review and that they can only share their opinion if they answer the 
question correctly 

3. Ask the first question to your group, whoever puts their “virtual” hand up first 
and answers the quiz question can then share their thoughts on the activity/idea 
(it can be anything from one word to a long description) 

4. Repeat this until all the questions are answered. This introduces Beavers to 
listening and sharing ideas, they may also want to revisit their opinion if they get 
a question right again. 

Teamwork Challenge

20 mins



Toy story 

You will need: 
• Device with a camera  
• Toys 
• Basic video editing software (e.g. iMovie, or search the app store for similar) 

Use this activity to: 
• Use this activity to understand the camps or activities Beavers want to do 

Instructions: 
1. This is a great activity for Beavers to do away from the virtual meetings. 
2. Create your ideal camping scene or activity scene with toys. 
3. Remember to think about the background and floor design. 
4. Maybe you could try stop motion or make the toys come to life with voice over? 
5. Edit your video/images so they make a story. 
6. Present your video or image at your next virtual meeting! 
7. Leaders, make note of the Beavers’ ideas and plans, try to make them come to 

life when Scouts returns face to face.  

Creative

1+ hour

Digital Maker Stage 2


